SUNBEAM CLASS
PLANNED MAINTENANCE
Rule Adopted 22nd October 1922:
“Caulking: Seams caulked with best cotton, stopped with patent stopping.”
What do you do when a 94 year old Sunbeam starts to leak between the seams? That was the
question we put to boat builders Lallows, Haines. Andrew Oliver and Mike Creagh, to surveyors Mike
Andrews and Theo Rye and to owners who had either splined, epoxied or sikoflexed their old
wooden Sunbeams. During the summer of 2015 a metre or so of planking on Dainty’s port side,
amidships, two seams up from the keel was an area where water was coming in at Cowes and the
boatyard stripped out the caulking and epoxied in softwood splines. They quoted to treat the whole
of the hull likewise.

In the autumn the decision we made for Dainty was to get Andrew Oliver to strip bare all the
planking below the waterline and rake out all the caulking.

This revealed a hotch-potch of repairs over the years. There was even a large scarf of a plank that
was clearly not pitch pine. However no more than 15% of the plank edges were damaged, so these
were restored by gluing strips of pitch pine to just one side of the damaged plank.

There had also been extensive repairs on the hood ends and on the two small floors and four frames
nearest the bows. It was decided not to try to repair these timbers but to replace them, together
with a piece on the stem, which was about one man week of shipwright work.
This allowed time for the planks to dry ought sufficiently, without the need for heaters or fans.
The remaining plank edges were undamaged. They left a space between them which was perfectly
suitable for recaulking with cotton and red lead putty. After all, the original caulking had largely
lasted 94 years, and what other treatment or substance would last as long?

Cotton caulking

Red lead putty

Job Done
Broadly speaking it was one man-week’s time to strip off all the antifouling and remove the old
caulking, a couple of man-weeks to repair the bows and repair the broken edges on the planking and
week to put on a sealing coat of paint, to hammer in the cotton and to apply the putty. It may take a
couple of seasons for this fairly extensive work to settle and to leave a smooth surface for painting,
but then let’s hope for another 50 years, if another 94 is beyond the life of the planking.

Additional Shipwright Work
“Would-you-mind-just” is the inevitable issue of further work while the yacht is stripped down.
Dainty was no exception.
Replacing the planking that was not pitch pine.

In recent years in the first few weeks after launching there was a
weeping of water intake before the wood expanded round the
rudder tube. The opportunity was taken to remove the rudder
and rudder tube so the cavity in the horn timber was rebuilt
- the horn timber itself was still sound.

Six ribs in the cockpit that had been worn
over the years by the helmsman’s feet were
replaced - Other boats should be checked
to see that the kick boards are in the best
place.

The metal tray for the mast step was in decaying
aluminium attached to steel supports – the
wooden mast step was sound. A stainless steel
replacement has been made.

